Open Water Diver Class Terms & Conditions
Prerequisites:
In order to participate in any PADI class the student is required to fill out all waivers and
complete a medical statement, which can be downloaded in our media section. Every question
would have to be answered with no, or a sign-off from a M.D. or D.O. is required. These
documents will have to be completed and present at the first meeting. A swim test is required,
and the student is expected to be able to swim 200 yards and complete a 10-minute treading
exercise without interruption.
Equipment:
The student is required to own all personal gear which consists of Mask, Fins, Snorkel, Booties,
a Wetsuit, and Weights. Everything but the weights is required at the first day of class. You
trust us with your education, so please also trust us with your gear selection, as fit is utmost
important. We carry a wide variety of manufacturers and match or beat every authorized
dealer. Weights are required for the Open Water Dives. We will provide everything else
required for your dive class.
Academics:
Regardless if the student elects the book or the eLearning option, the academics will have to
be completed on the first meeting, as all applicable tests will be administered that evening,
therefore the eLearning certification of completion or the completed knowledge reviews will
have to be brought to class. This pertains to both Open Water and Enriched Air Nitrox.
Pool Sessions:
About 15h of pool sessions are allocated for this class, which are usually needed to complete
all skills and achieve mastery of the skills. The dives start at 6pm, so please arrive early enough.
Late students will not be able to attend the session and will either have to schedule a makeup
session the next day therefore arriving about 2h early or will be bumped to the next class.*
Open Water Sessions:
The student will pick up applicable gear for the open water dives the Friday evening before
between 5pm and 7pm. The sessions start at the time indicated, so please calculate drive time
and arrive about 15min early to be able to get situated. Missed open water sessions cannot be
made up, and the student will be bumped to the next available checkout date depending on
availability, or he can elect to have an individual instructor check out. **
Fineprint:
*Pool make-up sessions are only available during week classes and will be charged at $50 per person/per occurrence. A bump to
the next class will result in a fee of $100.
**Missed OW Sessions will result in a bump to the next available class at a fee of $100, considering allowable Instructor to Student
ratios. An individual instructor checkout can be booked at a fee of $200.

